On reaching Kenilworth Common, continue down track
to a T junction with stream beyond. Turn Left under
railway bridge and keep right alongside stream to
reach and go thro’ gate into Common Lane. DO NOT
CROSS ROAD Turn Right and with care cross bridge
to Checkpoint 1.
At junction with Dalehouse Lane, with care turn Right
and then Left up Knowle Hill (pavement on Left hand
side).
Proceed to junction with Frythe Close on left,
immediately above the Close turn Left to take path
thro’ fenced walkway, continue along to enter golf
course.
Take care,
“flying golf balls”
as you cross
fairways Entering course stay with hedge on left past
two hedge gaps. Turn Right at corner, pass next gap
and turn Left at W aymark post.
Continue forward to left of large Oak tree, then with
double row of trees on your right, follow waymarks till
W aymark Post indicates veer right to enter conifers,
then cross fairway, thro’ more trees and cross next
fairway to an outward hedge corner.
Go through kissing gate on right just past this hedge
corner. Then turn Left.
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Direction of walk on map Left/Right

1.

Map No 4

W ith fence on left continue to the hedge (A46
boundary).

Total distance now covered: 10.2 miles

12. With care, turn Right and cross over road (B4115) to
grass verge.

11. Caution with road crossings. Half Right to go over
slip road and then over A46 bridge and continue down
road (Pavement on left) to junction with B4115.

10. Turn Left through kissing gate, and keeping A46 on
right, forward and thro’ another kissing gate, continue
to field corner, thro’ kissing gate, and up steps to
Stoneleigh Rd.

9.

7. Initially keep hedge on left and in a short distance aim
forward across field just right of farmhouse to track.
(Note: There M IGHT be a slight diversion across this
field. W e found fences being added and thought they
were indicating HS2 area, but this time it was marking
an area outside HS2 area being planted with trees &
“newt ponds”. All of this task will probably be completed
by mid-Feb-2018),
8. Cross track and continue forward across field to exit
through a kissing gate & forward onto a tarmac track.
Forward with house on right and thro’ gate into field.

